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Through: Bob Snyder
John White

From: Mary McGehee

Date: April 14, 1997

Subject: April 8, 1997 Meeting

Attendees: Armando Gonzalez, Pat Sullivan, Bill Labadie, Bob Snyder, John White, and Mary McGehee 

8 April 1997 10:15

Chemical Conservation Corporation meeting to discuss warning letter and N.O.D.

Permit Issues

General: Bob began with discussion of status of off-site consequences initiative. Apparently this has been 
put somewhat on hold. It is something Chemcon should be considering.

received the Department’s letter dated 3/7/97. Bob indicated we checked into the Georgia facility 
and the tank farm is not regulated by a permit, but a corrective action order. We have a copy of the 
Georgia corrective action order for our files.

Armando wants to address concerns with the permit application. He needs to know specifically which 
parts of the permit application we are concerned with in order to address them.

Items in 3/7/97 letter:

Bob indicated: DOT compatibility classes are not as good as compatibility of chemicals considering the 
number of waste codes they will accept. Separate the codes/chemical constituents for the WWT process 
from fuel blending, from transfer waste and from storage. Mentioned VOC’s and equipment required for 
the wastewater treatment unit. Armando stated they will be treating waste codes that are just 
characteristic in the WWT unit. Bob said he had no problem with phasing the WWT unit and modifying 
the permit later when they are ready for advanced treatments. Armando stated when they have more 
experience and new regulations to delist are available they may amend the WWT unit.

Pat Sullivan mentioned outside disposal sites control what codes they accept.

Fuel blending. Bob indicated he was quite comfortable with.
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Summary of WWT:

Only characteristic wastes will be addressed in WWT. When regulations come out delisting wastes,
Chemcon will modify permit.

Pat asked if it would be okay to use DOT codes for storage, rather than compatibility classes. There isn’t 
a problem with this because they are not mixing - DOT storage classes, okay.

Armando discussed a table he has put together which explains the materials they will not take.

Tank Discussion:

Mary asked about fuel blending and waste codes.

Armando indicated they can handle many waste codes, he mentioned acutely toxic chemicals with levels 
below 1000 ppm. ^
Maiy asked about FIFO System used at the^beorgia facility«\®BSfer- 

Bob indicated we are wrestling with the mixture rule.

Armando indicated that they are using FIFO in Chemcon, Valdosta.

Armando indicated they empty the tanks very seldom.

Bob indicated the problem with one year storage under Land Ban.

Bob indieated Region VII has a policy that the waste codes stay until the tank is emptied. He did not 
think the land disposal rules were intended to mean this, however, this is what Laidlaw Bartow facility 
has interpreted LDR to mean.

Pat asked about our intention to contact Georgia, EPD. Mary indicated we did and when she explained 
what she imderstood to be happening she was told by the Georgia EPD they (Chemcon, Valdosta) can’t do 
that.

Bob indicated he does not believe the LDR requirement should apply to fuel blending, however, that is 
what has happened.

Armando indicated they would follow the guideline.

Bob indicated they could control what is going in the tank in order to prevent a problem.

Pat indicated that, by his discussion, he understood the process by which the mixture rule applies. He 
indicated they could send the waste to Georgia^Vil^EB^i^i^^^Qr-^
It was discussed how they could deal with the problem; not mix the waste in, or ship the waste directly for , j ^ 
incineration. ^
Chemcon will propose the waste codes used by the two major cement kilns that uses the fuell^his will 

help us isolate the exotic chemicals (codes) which may create a problem.

Bob indicated that, whatever we do, we must be consistent with the rest of the state.
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Armando reiterated WWT will just be characteristic waste codes.

Transfer

Transfer waste is>^t temporarily stored 10 days or less. Bob indicated that anything that takes place in a 
permitted area must be explained as part of the permit application. Bob wants there to be a distinction 
between transfer waste and storage waste. Mary indicated we had discussed movable signs, if the waste 
was going to be stored insid^^usimayrhaveHjec«=resGlved. ^ would like something simple to identify 
transfer waste froii^miittea waste /storag^. KfP

*^~i[KCUvS^r LOCLciXj!
Chemcon presently us^hite labels to identify wastes accept^ into storage. It was agreed upon that 
drums without a white label will be considered transfer waste (10 days or less).

The tracking label has drum I.D.# and date it arrived. Chemcon has also started marking the drums with 
paint directly because sometimes solvents on the outside have caused the label to fall off.

Discussed ways in which different sources are managed. Bi^'waste, storage, lab packs, and transfer 
wastes. Alj^iKt transfer 16^^ waste will have^hite sttekwr—__^ j ouJQ_eJ2_ .

kLcCi. lA-L-iCXs;
Off-site Consequences:

S ct-'j

,;6

Off-site consequences analysis will be addressed in legislation in the future, however, Chemcon could start 
working on it now. Bob indicated they need to control off-site releases. He asked if they had obtained 
hospital records related to the Bromine release. Pat/Armando indicated the hospital will not release 
records without the patients consent.

Some discussion of AES-Jacksonville facility-which has initiated the off-site consequences issue, 
originally in the air program.

Bob does not want them to do off-site consequence analysis. He wants them to address day-to-day 
problems and releases. Respirators for workers appear to be fine.

Armando stated he wrote to the Department with info about what he will include in contingency plan and 
has already implemented. Bob indicated he witnessed some of the changes during a recent site visit. (Ex: 
When consolidating waste an indicator light lets others know that activity is underway.)

Mary asked if they plan on treating the characteristic listed wastewater, and if listed continue to send off 
as listed then.

WWrjScilityS They will not treat characteristic wastes that carry listed waste codes.

They want to dedicate one of the four fuel blending tanks to listed hazardous waste wastewater. This will 
include water removed from hazardous waste fuels and regular listed hazardous waste wastewater. The 
water will go for incineration. If separation occurs, they will pump fuel to fiiel tanks.

Waste analysis. Some analytical capability is required to ensure profiles are correct. They are in the 
process of getting a lab. Bob indicated when they begin fuel blending, we will expect some analytical 
capability.

Mary indicated we need to itemize the N.O.D.

Armando indicated he would appreciate that.
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Bob indicated she should continue with the N.O.D. Comments she had - corrected for changes made 
since she wrote them.

Bob indicated we would clean up the comments and get them out this afternoon.

Armando asked about a time frame?

Mary indicated the other permit expired in March.

We will get the info to them A.S.A.P. We will send them something Monday.

How long before Chemcon responds? We will talk when they get the comments.

Wastewater - proposed general concepts. What level of detail is in application. Armando indicated info 
is in application.

C/E Issues

At the time of the inspection, Armando does not recall us discussing the violations. John explained that 
we did discuss these issues, however, he doesn’t recall the detail with which we discussed them.

Chemcon does not recall drums being stored outside.

They indicated that the drums were “in process”.

John indicated that the bulking area was ftill and the 24 drums were outside on the asphalt

Bill Labadie indicated that they needed to make room for new drums and moved those drums outside to 
await bulking.

It was indicated that any “process areas” should be identified in the permit.

Used oil notification is done. Used oil is shipped out as hazardous waste - mixed with listed wastes and 
shipped as fuel. Will go to fuel blending.

Labeling problem. Waste was being bulked into new containers. The new containers were not labeled. 
Bob will look into details.

MM/la

cc: Compliance file
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